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Welcome to 
Morrison’s Island 
Campus
If you are looking for a truly inclusive college with an enjoyable and positive 
learning experience then you have come to the right place. As you browse 
through the pages of our prospectus you will see the broad range of the courses 
available in our city campus. The college courses provided in the West Cork 
Campus in Skibbereen have a separate prospectus. We do everything we can to 
facilitate you to ‘#release your potential’.

If you are choosing a course in order to go directly into the workplace then we 
can provide recruitment fairs, jobs enterprise seminars, LinkedIn training, digital 
badges and a whole range of services in our jobs advice hub. Our courses are 
constantly under review from our industry partners and are updated to remain at 
the cutting edge of industry.

If you are choosing a course because of the excellent progression opportunities 
we can safely say that we provide excellent links with CIT/MTU, UCC, WIT and 
other universities and IT institutes nationwide as well as links in Scotland, England  
and European colleges. Our special arrangements  and links are constantly being 
updated as we search for new opportunities for you. 

We embrace diversity and life long learning  and our students are representative 
of a range of ages, educational, cultural and life experiences. We provide them 
all with the qualifications to move another step forward to their goals. We have a 
completely international student population and  we cater for those just leaving 
second level education or those stepping back into education after years of 
living their lives. 

We also work hard at supporting your learning with guidance, counseling, study 
support, mentoring, disability support, mature student support and international 
student support. We have many online resources to support learning and offer 
a laptop loan scheme for those who are struggling the access to the technology 
that would enhance their learning.

An attractive canteen, crèche, supervised study hall, open access computer 
facility and being located right in the centre of town also add to the attractiveness 
of  student life here making us a college of choice. 

We are ideally located in the heart of Cork City and are a short walk to the main 
shopping and night life area of the city. The bus station and train station are 
likewise within easy reach. We really are the city’s downtown campus.

We care about your learning, your success and your student experience here. 
We are passionate about our college and making it a great experience for you. 
Quality courses, quality teachers and a huge commitment to the teaching and 
learning process make me proud to be Principal here.

Helen Ryan, 
Principal.
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APPRENTICESHIPS

Accounting
Technician
INTRODUCTION
This course is geared towards applicants who are looking to develop a 
professional career in accounting. Accounting Technician Apprentices work 
four days a week with the employer and study one day a week with the college, 
on a two-year contract.

It is a two year paid apprenticeship which combines ‘on-the-job’ work experience 
with academic study.  

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Applications have to be made directly to ATI at  
www.accountingtechniciansireland.ie
School-leavers should have a Leaving Certificate with pass grades in:
•  Five ordinary level subjects (including an O6 in English and Maths or 

Accountancy.) or
•  Two ordinary level and two higher level subjects (including an O6 in English and 

Maths or Accountancy.) or
•  Applied Leaving Certificate applicants should contact the Student Services 

Team on 01 649 8180 for further information.
Mature & Prior learners who have reached 21 years of age but do not possess 
the minimum educational requirements may still apply to do the course based 
on age, experience or a nationally recognised qualification such as a QQI award. 
Note: It is at the employer’s discretion to enhance the entry criteria for selection. 
An offer of a place on this course is contingent on the applicant meeting the 
entry requirements set out here and being offered an apprenticeship contract 
by a registered employer. 

CERTIFICATION
•  Participants graduate as fully qualified Accounting Technicians, with a QQI 

Level 6 Advanced Certificate Award. ATI x IACT Excel certification.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will work at their employer’s office for four days per week. The 

employer led recruitment process is organised and managed by ATI. 

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  Successful graduates will receive generous exemptions from study with 

professional accountancy bodies e.g. Chartered, CPA, ACCA, etc.

MTU Cork: Accounting (MT942) Year 3 (bridging modules required).  
MTU Kerry: Business (Accounting) (MT941) Year 2 Entry. 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Accounting Technicians perform a wide range of roles including Bookkeeping, 
Financial Accounting and Taxation. On successful completion of the 
Apprenticeship, a person may apply to do further study with one of the 
professional bodies.

COURSE CONTENT - YEAR 1

Financial Accounting - with Spreadsheets

Taxation

Business Management

Business Law

COURSE CONTENT - YEAR 2

Advanced Financial Accounting

Advanced Taxation

Management Accounting

Financial Data Management

For each module studied the assessment will  
include the combination of written examinations in 
May/June and completion of work-based tasks.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
apprenticeship@ccoc.ie 

(021) 4223807
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APPRENTICESHIPS

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

Auctioneering 
& Property Services
INTRODUCTION
This is a two year apprenticeship programme aimed at school leavers, mature 
applicants and existing employees who are considering a career as as PSRA 
licenced auctioneering and property services professional. Participants work 
four days per week with an auctioneer, estate agent, property management 
or property letting business while paid by the employer, and attend classes in 
the college one day per week over two academic years. Applications should be 
made on the college online application system.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
The minimum entry requirements are as follows:
•  Leaving Certificate Grade 06/H7 or above in 5 leaving certificate subjects or 

equivalent or 
•  A full QQI Level 5 or Level 6 Certificate in a Business Discipline or equivalent or 
•  Other relevant experience/employment (3 years) having reached the age of 19. 

Adjudicated on a case by case basis.
An offer of a place on this course is contingent on the applicant meeting the 
entry requirements, eligibility interview and being offered an apprenticeship 
contract by a registered employer following an interview process.

CERTIFICATION
•  On successful completion of the apprenticeship, participants will receive a 

QQI Level 6 Advanced Certificate in Auctioneering and Property Services. 
Successful students are eligible to apply for a PSRA licence (all four 
categories). They can apply for Associate membership with SCSI and/or 
student membership of IPAV.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will work with their employer for four days per week. 

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
The following progression routes have been discussed by CDETB with SCSI and 
TU Dublin:
On completion of the apprenticeship programme, learners may be eligible to 
apply for year 2 of the following degree courses:

•  BSc (Hons) Property Studies (Part-time), SCSI/TU Dublin.

•  BSc (Ord) Auctioneering, Valuation and Estate Agency (Full-time) TU Dublin.

•  BSc (Hons) Property Economics (Full-time) TU Dublin.

Note: The above progression opportunities are not yet finalised with SCSI/TU 
Dublin.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
On successful completion of the apprenticeship, one can apply for a PSRA 
licence and be employed in a range of roles in auctioneering, estate agency and 
property management organisations. A person may also decide to do further 
study with a view to specialise.

COURSE CONTENT - YEAR 1

Valuations 1

Valuations 2

Estate Agency Practice

Estate Agency Skills

Economics for Property Services

Law for Property Services 1

Marketing & Customer Service

Professional Development

ICT for Property Services

COURSE CONTENT - YEAR 2

Property Management 1

Property Management 2

Building Construction 1

Building Construction 2

Sales and Marketing

Law for Property Services 2

Professional Management Capstone

CONTACT DETAILS:
apprenticeship@ccoc.ie 

(021) 4223807
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Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

INTRODUCTION
The Sales Apprenticeship is a two-year apprenticeship programme aimed at 
school leavers, mature applicants and existing employees who want to develop 
the relevant skills such as building empathy and rapport, customer service, 
digital sales and marketing research are critical in an organisations’ efforts to 
ensure the highest level of business ethics and service delivery to consumers 
required by a  Sales Specialist
This 2 year Level 6 programme is an “earn and learn” model, designed to empower 
you, the apprentice with underpinning knowledge, skills and competencies 
required to become an effective sales specialist. It is strongly grounded in the 
practical experience of providing you with real “On-the-Job” work experience 
whilst being supported by “Off the-Job” learning in face to face workshops and 
an online learning environment.

Applications should be made on the college online application system.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
The minimum entry requirements are as follows:
Must be employed by a SOLAS ‘Approved Employer’ and registered as an apprentice.
• Aged 18 or over.
•  Must have Grade O6/H7 or above in 5 Leaving Certificate subjects (including Maths 

F2/06/H7 along with English or Irish 06/H7) or a full QQI Level 5 or higher qualification.
•  International applicants must present the equivalent of a full Level 5 qualification 

or higher.
•  English is the language of tuition and assessment. Apprentices for whom 

English is not a first language must demonstrate proficiency in English and 
hold a minimum of a B1 CEFR or recognised equivalent.

• Non-EU applicants are subject to work permit regulations.
•  Mature applicants aged 21 years and over without a Level 5 qualification 

will also be considered following an interview and submission of supporting 
documentation.

• Certified and non certified Recognition of Prior Learning will also be considered.

CERTIFICATION
Holders of this award will be eligible to progress to higher education 
programmes, i.e Level 7 & 8 programmes on the NFQ.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will work with their employer . It is a 2 year “earn and learn” model and 

is strongly grounded in practical “On-the-Job” work based learning supported 
by “Off-the-Job” learning in face to face workshops and an online learning 
environment.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
Holders of this award will be eligible to progress to higher education programmes, 
i.e Level 7 & 8 programmes on the NFQ.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
This programme has been developed to meet current and future industry 
demand for sales personnel employed across all industry sectors. 

COURSE CONTENT - YEAR 1

Sales Fundamentals

The Psychology of Sales

Customer Service in the Experience Economy

Sales Forecasting and Budgeting

 Legal and Ethical Considerations for Sales

Marketing in the 21st Century

Digital Skills for Sales

Professional Development

ICT for Property Services

COURSE CONTENT - YEAR 2

Sales Coaching

Consultative Selling, Negotiation and Decision Making 
in Sales

Developing Leadership Skills

International Selling for the Sales Practitioner

Action Entrepreneurship

Capstone Module

Professional Management Capstone

CONTACT DETAILS:
apprenticeship@ccoc.ie 

(021) 4223807

APPRENTICESHIPS

Sales
Apprenticeship
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BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATION

Accounts Administrator
(Business Administration)

INTRODUCTION
If you have a flair for numbers and an interest in working in the financial side 
of any business office then this is the perfect course for you. Gain expertise in 
supporting the management of finances in any company environment or be the 
‘go to’ person for accounts in the office of a small business.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Business Administration 5M2468.

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a block work placement of 2 weeks in an office environment.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Business (MT550).
•  UCC: Commerce (CK201).
•  CCOC: Progress to one of the CCOC Advanced Business Specialisms,  

subject to entry requirements being met.

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry  and Waterford 
IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO points for any 
Institute of Technology can be attained. Go to our progressions database at 
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Accounts Administration staff can perform a wide range of finance support 
roles in any business office environment. Qualified to engage in a wide range of 
bookkeeping and payroll roles within a busy office and with experience gained 
the opportunity to pursue an Accounting Technicians Qualification is the next 
step in having a successful career in this area.

COURSE CONTENT

Business Administration Skills 5N1610

Bookkeeping Manual & Computerised QQI 5N1354

Word Processing 5N1358

Teamworking 5N1367

Work Experience 5N1356

Spreadsheet Methods 5N1977

Payroll Manual & Computerised 5N1546

Digital Presentations 5N0653

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
accounting@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223808

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Data Protection

Microsoft Outlook
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BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATION

Accounting Technician 
Certificate
INTRODUCTION
Take the next step in your career with the internationally-recognised one-year 
Certificate for Accounting Technicians, with progression to the Diploma for 
Accounting Technicians. Gain increased earning power and in-demand financial 
skills with this island-wide qualification. 

Do you like working with numbers? Are you logical and a problem solver? If yes, 
then this could be the career for you. From Accounts Associate to Financial 
Manager, qualified Accounting Technicians fill a variety of roles and are highly 
sought-after by employers in the areas of accountancy, finance and taxation, as 
well as in consulting and advisory.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
If you are under 21 years of age, you should possess one of the following:

•  5 Ordinary level Leaving Certificate grades (including an O6 in English, and 
Maths or Accounting).

•  2 Higher level and 2 Ordinary Leaving Certificate grades (including an O6 in 
English, and Maths or Accounting).

If you are over 21 years of age, but don’t possess the minimum educational 
requirements, you are welcome to register as a mature learner, based on age 
and experience.

CERTIFICATION
• Certificate for Accounting Technicians.

• QQI component certification.

• ATI/IACT Excel Certification.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
• Students will undertake a mandatory 5 week work placement.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  Progression to Accounting Technician Diploma. Further progression 

opportunities available on completion of the Accounting Technician Diploma 
for advanced entry to MTU Cork, MTU Kerry and other higher education 
institutes and exemptions available with various accountancy bodies.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Accounting Technicians can perform a wide range of finance roles in industry 
ranging from accounts assistant roles up to financial controller roles.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
accounting@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223808

COURSE CONTENT

Financial Accounting 

Business Law

Business Management

Taxation

QQI Level 5 Bookkeeping Manual  
and Computerised 5N1354

Spreadsheet Methods: Students can also avail  
of a supporting excel course, delivered directly  
by Accounting Technicians Ireland in partnership  
with IACT. 
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BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATION

Accounting Technician 
Diploma
INTRODUCTION
Take the next step in your career with the internationally-recognised two-
year Diploma for Accounting Technicians. Gain increased earning power and 
in-demand financial skills with this island-wide qualification for Accounting 
Technicians.

Do you like working with numbers? Are you logical and a problem solver? If yes, 
then this could be the career for you. From Accounts Associate to Financial 
Manager, qualified Accounting Technicians fill a variety of roles and are highly 
sought-after by employers in the areas of accountancy, finance and taxation, as 
well as in consulting and advisory.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Please note that in order to progress to the Second Year of our programme 

(Diploma), you must successfully complete (or be exempted from) at least 
three First Year (Accounting Technician Certificate) subjects, to include both 
Financial Accounting and Taxation. It is not possible to commence Second 
Year (Diploma) until you have fulfilled this requirement.

CERTIFICATION
•  Diploma for Accounting Technicians (plus 2 years of relevant work and 

completion of two work practice modules).

•  ATI/IACT Excel Certification.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will have undertaken a mandatory 5 week work placement before 

they commence Year 2.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
Progression opportunities available for study with the following accounting 
bodies (exemptions available):

• Chartered Accountants Ireland, CPA, ACCA, CIMA.
• MTU Cork: Accounting (MT942) Year 3 (bridging modules required).
• MTU Kerry: Business (Accounting) (MT941) Year 2 Entry.

Excellent progression opportunities to other Higher Education colleges. Special 
arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and Waterford IT for 
preferential entry for College of Commerce students. Up to 390 CAO points for 
any Institute of Technology can be attained by successful completion of this 
course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Accounting Technicians can perform a wide range of finance roles in industry 
ranging from accounts assistant roles up to financial controller roles.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
accounting@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223808

COURSE CONTENT

Advanced Financial Accounting 

Advanced Taxation

Management Accounting

Financial Data Management

Work-Practice Module Level 4 and Level 5: To obtain 
the Diploma for Accounting Technicians, in addition 
to successfully completing all Year 1 and Year 2 
core study modules, learners must complete two 
work-practice modules and two years’ relevant work 
experience.

Spreadsheet Methods: Students can also avail  
of a supporting Advanced Excel course, delivered 
directly by Accounting Technicians Ireland in 
partnership with IACT.

Accounting Technician 
Certificate
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BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATION

Business
(Business Studies)

INTRODUCTION
This course is a broad based programme providing an excellent grounding  
in the skills and knowledge required in a modern business setting. Completion 
opens up progression avenues to various Higher Education establishments in 
addition to work opportunities. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. All 
applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this 
course is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out 
here and satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Business 5M2102. 

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a block work placement of 2 weeks in a business/industry 

environment.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  CCOC: Progress to one of the CCOC Advanced Business Specialisms, 

subject to entry requirements being met.
•  MTU Cork: Business (MT550), Marketing (MT943).
•  MIC: Education, Business Studies & Accounting (M1009), Education,  

Business Studies & Religious Studies (M1010). 
•  UCC: Commerce (CK201).

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry  and Waterford 
IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO points for any 
Institute of Technology can be attained. Go to our progressions database at 
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Job opportunities may include roles such as Accounts Assistant, Marketing/
Sales Representative, Junior Office Administrator, Customer Service 
Representative, Frontline office personnel.

COURSE CONTENT

Accounting - Manual & Computerised 5N1348

Applied Economics 5N1350

Business Administration Skills 5N1610

Communications 5N0690

Marketing Practice 5N1400

Spreadsheet Methods 5N1977

Work Experience 5N1356

Statistics 5N2066

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Data Protection

Enabling Entrepreneurship  
(In association with Junior Achievement Ireland)

CCOC Certificate Chinese (optional) or  
German 4N1173 (optional)

Entrepreneurial Skills (optional) 5N1951

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
business@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223850
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BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATION

INTRODUCTION
This course examines key issues in entrepreneurship. This is a growing area, 
as businesses pivot to respond to a rapidly changing environment and many 
people are opting to set up their own enterprises. This course will provide you 
with the necessary skills and competencies in the area of business and business 
start-up. It will help to develop your critical thinking and powers of analysis and 
provided added value to you as an employee or entrepreneur.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 
•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement.
•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 

will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Business Studies 5M2102.
•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as an option in the evening for 

learners requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a block placement of 2 weeks in a business/industry 

environment. 

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  CCOC: Progress to one of the CCOC Advanced Business Specialisms, 

subject to entry requirements being met.
•  MTU Cork: Business (MT550).
•  MTU Kerry: Event Management (MT940).
•  UCC: Commerce (CK201).
•  MIC: Education, Business Studies & Accounting (M1009), Education,  

Business Studies & Religious Studies (M1010).
Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry  and 
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates from this programme will be well placed to either seek employment in a 
business setting or to use their entrepreneurial skills to establish their own business.

Business &  
Entrepreneurship
(Business Studies)

COURSE CONTENT

Entrepreneurial Skills 5N1951

Start your own Business 5N1418

Business Administration Skills 5N1610

Spreadsheet Methods 5N1977

Digital Marketing 5N1364

Accounting - Manual & Computerised 5N1348

Work Experience 5N1356

Communications 5N0690

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Data Protection

Enabling Entrepreneurship  
(In association with Junior Achievement Ireland)

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
business@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223850
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BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATION

Data Compliance
(Information Processing)

INTRODUCTION
The world of legal, quality and regulatory compliance and data management 
is a growing area of importance as companies strive for best practice. In this 
course you will understand the role and importance in managing compliance 
and understanding of data management. The core subjects include Digital 
Compliance, Safety & Health at Work, Statistics and Information & Communication 
Systems while ensuring skills in Spreadsheets and Communications are 
developed. This course will allow the student to support the compliance and 
data management functions in any business.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Information Processing 5M2067.

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as an option in the evening for 
learners requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a block work placement of 2 weeks in a  

business/compliance/data management setting. 

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  UCC: Digital Humanities & IT (CK118), Commerce (CK201).

•  MTU Cork: Information Technology (MT705).

•  CCOC: Progress to one of the CCOC Advanced Business Specialisms,  
subject to entry requirements being met.

Special arrangements are in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and 
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Quality Control support roles, Legal and Regulatory compliance support 
functions, IT Compliance support, Health and Safety compliance support.

COURSE CONTENT

Information & Communications Systems 5N1952

Digital Compliance 6N1272

Spreadsheets Methods 5N1977

Database Methods 5N0783

Statistics 5N2066

Legal Practice & Procedures 5N1394

Communications 5N0690

Safety & Health at work 5N1974

Work Experience 5N1356

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Data Protection

Microsoft Outlook

R Programming

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
compliance@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223836
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INTRODUCTION
Do you need to improve your skills in English Language and at the same time 
gain some IT and Customer Service Skills and qualifications? Then this course 
is designed specially for you. Completion of the course will allow you to get 
employment or study at a higher level. The college has state of the art digital 
language laboratories. Fluency in English is the main focus of this course.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Applicants will be required to take an assessment to determine their level 

of competency in the English language. This enables the college to place 
students in appropriate classes. An offer of a place on this course is contingent 
on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and satisfactory 
presentation at interview.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Contact Centre Operations 5M2071. 

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a block work placement of 2 weeks in a business/industry 

environment.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  CCOC: Progress to one of the CCOC Advanced Business Specialisms, 

subject to entry requirements being met. 
•  MTU Cork: Business (MT550).
•  UCC: Commerce (CK201). 

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry  and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Customer service, contact/call centres, receptionists, and administration 
positions requiring bi-/multilingual skilled individuals with an awareness of good 
customer service and excellent telephone technique.

English Language & IT Skills
for International Students
(Contact Centre Operations)

COURSE CONTENT

Communications 5N0690

Contact Centre Skills  
(Access to a CRM package)

5N1361

Customer Service 5N0972

English as a Second Language 5N1632

Spreadsheet Methods 5N1977

Digital Presentations 5N0653

Word Processing 5N1358

Work Experience 5N1356

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
englishandit@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223816

Data Compliance
(Information Processing)
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Estate Agency
Administrator 
(Business Studies)
INTRODUCTION
Have you an interest in the property sector and would like to work in a busy 
Property Management Services, Auctioneers or Valuers as part of the admin 
team? Then this is the course for you. You will learn all of the necessary 
administration skills coupled with a specialisation in Valuation and Estate Agency 
Practice. This course also provides an opportunity to get familiar with the sector 
prior to considering the Apprenticeship in Auctioneering & Property Services. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 
•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 
•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 

will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Business Studies 5M2102.
•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 

requiring Maths for progression).
•  myhome.ie Certificate.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a block work placement of 2 weeks in an estate  

agency/auctioneers office.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  TU Dublin: TU731 BSc Auctioneering, Valuation & Estate Agency, TU836 BSc 

Property Economics (Valuation Surveying) L8. 
•  LIT: LC242 BSc Property Valuation and Management, LC248 BSc Built 

Environment (Common Entry). 
•  CCOC: Auctioneering & Property Services Apprenticeship, Progress to one 

of the CCOC Advanced Business Specialisms, subject to entry requirements 
being met.

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Administration roles in the auctioneering, estate agents and property 
management or property letting sector. 

COURSE CONTENT

Valuation 5N3028

Estate Agency Practice 5N3025

Business Administration Skills 5N1610

Marketing Practice 5N1400

Word Processing 5N1358

Customer Service 5N0972

Work Experience 5N1356

Spreadsheet Methods 5N1977

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

myhome.ie software

Safety & Health

Microsoft Outlook

Data Protection

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
estateagency@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223808
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FIT-Business 
Administrator 
(Business Administration)
INTRODUCTION
If you have been unemployed for some time or wish to retrain or reskill to return 
to the workplace then this is the course for you. You can learn all of the skills 
needed to pursue employment in a sector where there are huge opportunities at 
this time. Study in a supported mentored environment to release your potential. 
Students participate in site visits and have access to Skillsport online learning.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Long term unemployed with no previous educational qualification higher than 

FETAC/QQI Level 4; applicants should be aged 21 and over and in receipt of 
social welfare payment. 

•  Applications through FIT at (021) 2428755, www.fit.ie or contact your Local 
Intreo Centre. Application can also be made directly to the college, through the 
college website. 

•  An offer of a place on this course is contingent on the applicant meeting the 
entry requirements set out here and satisfactory presentation at interview.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Business Administration 5M2468. 
•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 

requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a block work placement of 2 weeks in a variety of settings 

e.g. customer service, back office or shared services. Students are required 
to source their own work experience and will be supported by FIT in this 
effort. During the course FIT personnel provide backup for work experience, 
mentor the learners and provide follow up after the work experience has been 
completed.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Business (MT550).
•  UCC: Commerce (CK201).
•  CCOC: Progress to one of the CCOC Advanced Business Specialisms, 

subject to entry requirements being met.
Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates are well placed to take up positions in either back or front office 
administration and customer service within any organization. Graduates have 
found employment in retail, customer care and general administration.

COURSE CONTENT

Business Administration Skills 5N1610

Book-Keeping Manual & Computerised 5N1354

Word Processing 5N1358

Communications 5N0690

Reception & Frontline Skills 5N1407

Work Experience 5N1356

Digital Presentations 5N0563

Spreadsheet Methods 5N1977

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

FIT Employment supports - CV workshops, interview 
skills, mock interviews.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
FITcourses@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223836
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Global Business
(International Trade)

INTRODUCTION
As an open economy Ireland relies on the international trade of goods and 
services. This course is designed to equip students with the knowledge and 
skills relating to international trade practice and operations so that so that they 
can take advantage of employment and further educational opportunities which 
exist in this area.  

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in International Trade 5M2111.

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a block work placement of 2 weeks in a business/industry 

environment.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Business (MT550).

•  MIC: Education, Business Studies & Accounting (M1009), Education,  
Business Studies & Religious Studies (M1010).

•  UCC: Commerce (CK201), BIS (CK203).

•  MTU Cork: Business Administration (MT551). 

•  CCOC: Progress to one of the CCOC Advanced Business Specialisms, 
subject to entry requirements being met.

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Job opportunities may arise in multi-national/Irish companies involved in 
exporting and importing and general supply chain and logistics operations.

COURSE CONTENT

International Trade Practice 5N2072

Legal Practice & Procedures 5N1394

Marketing Practice 5N1400

Spreadsheet Methods 5N1977

Supply Chain Operations 5N2409

Business Administration Skills 5N1610

Communications 5N0690

Work Experience 5N1356

CCOC Certificate in Chinese (optional) or 
German 4N1173 (optional)

Entrepreneurial Skills (optional) 5N1951

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
globalbusiness@ccoc.ie
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Human Resources
Administrator 
(Information Processing)
INTRODUCTION
If you have a passion for organisation and would love to have an admin role in 
the busy human resources section of a company then this is your course. Get 
to grips with knowledge on staff training, recruitment, employers rights and 
responsibilities and all that happens in the industrial relations arena and take 
that step. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Information Processing 5M2067.

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a block work placement of 2 weeks in an office environment.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Business (MT550). 
•  UCC: Commerce (CK201). 
•  CCOC: Progress to one of the CCOC Advanced Business Specialisms, subject 

to entry requirements being met. 

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
This course will lead to employment opportunities in the recruitment, human 
resource and personnel departments in a variety of companies. Successful 
graduates of the course will be fully qualified to take up employment is any 
modern office environment.

COURSE CONTENT

Human Resources 5N3586

Information & Communication Systems 5N1952

Word Processing 5N1358

Employment Law 5N3785

Communications 5N0690

Spreadsheet Methods 5N1977

Database Methods 5N0783

Work Experience 5N1356

Payroll Manual & Computerised 5N1546

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Microsoft Outlook

Digital Marketing

Data Protection

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
administration@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223825

Global Business
(International Trade)
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INTRODUCTION
This course doubles up as a pre-university option for those wishing to get a 
degree or for those who want to go straight to work in a legal office. Learn all of 
the important legal terms, get a grounding in many aspects of the law and get 
a feel for your future in the legal profession. Students participate in court visits 
and a law workshop in UCC.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Legal Studies 5M3789. 

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression).

•  CCOC Certificate in Legal Evolve.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake a block placement of two weeks in the administrative 

offices of legal firms.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  UCC: Law (CK301). 

•  UCC: Law and Business (CK307). 

•  UL: LM028 Criminal Justice, LM029 Law Plus. 

•  WIT: Law (WD140). 

•  CCOC: Progress to one of the CCOC Advanced Business Specialisms, subject 
to entry requirements being met. 

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry  and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
As a graduate of this course you can pursue careers in a range of areas including 
legal secretary, legal researcher, paralegal work and general administration.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
legal@ccoc.ie  
(021) 4223832

COURSE CONTENT

Family Law 5N3786

Spreadsheet Methods 5N1977

Audio Transcription 5N1549

Business Law 5N2091

Communications 5N0690

Legal Practice & Procedures 5N1394

Text Production 5N1422

Work Experience 5N1356

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Legal Evolve (Case Management System)

Telephone Etiquette

Legal Administrator 
(Legal Studies)
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Marketing with  
Event Production 
(Marketing)
INTRODUCTION
Marketing is one of the fastest paced elements of modern day business. If you 
enjoy an industry that is dynamic and ever evolving, then marketing is for you. 
Learn how the 4 P’s; product, price, place and promotion work together in today’s 
digital environment to give the customer what they want. Students participate in 
Institute events and site visits. The course is enhanced throughout, with added 
value, as Google Analytics, Google Adwords and Video Editing are integrated 
into the subjects that you will study.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 
•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 
•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 

will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Marketing 5M2069. 
•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 

requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a block work placement of 2 weeks in a Marketing/Digital 

Marketing/Advertising/PR environment.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Marketing (MT943). 
•  UCC: Food Marketing & Entrepreneurship (CK213), Commerce (CK201). 
•  WIT: Marketing and Digital Media (WD193). 
•  MTU Kerry: Event Management (MT940). 
•  CCOC: Progress to one of the CCOC Advanced Business Specialisms, subject 

to entry requirements being met. 
Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Sales and marketing, marketing communications, corporate affairs, event 
production, digital marketing, customer service.

COURSE CONTENT

Advertising 5N0748

Statistics 5N2066

Behavioural Studies 5N1351

Entrepreneurial Skills 5N1951

Web Authoring 5N1910

Digital Marketing 5N1364

Marketing Practice 5N1400

Event Production 5N1374

Work Experience 5N1356

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Microsoft Outlook

Data Protection

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
marketing@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223853
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Medical & Dental 
Receptionist 
(Office Administration)
INTRODUCTION
If you are an organised person and would love to work in administration in a 
busy doctors, dentists, hospital or other healthcare environment then this 
course is perfect for you. The admin team member in these environments is 
the person who sensitively deals with vulnerable clients to ensure that they are 
professionally dealt with. If you can see yourself in that role then this is the right 
course for you. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Office Administration 5M1997.

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a block work placement of 2 weeks in an office environment.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Business (MT550), Business Administration (MT551). 

•  CCOC: Progress to one of the CCOC Advanced Business Specialisms, subject 
to entry requirements being met. 

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry  and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Medical and Dental Administration and Reception, general practices, hospital 
and care facilities. Former students have been employed in Primary Care 
Centres, hospitals and other large and small health related environments.

COURSE CONTENT

Information & Administration 5N1389

Text Production 5N1422

Medical Terminology 5N2428

Communications 5N0690

Spreadsheet Methods 5N1977

Database Methods 5N0783

Work Experience 5N1356

Word Processing 5N1358

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

CCOC Socrates Medical Package

CCOC Infection Prevention & Control

First Aid

Microsoft Outlook

Data Protection

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
administration@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223825
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Office
Administrator 
(Business Administration)
INTRODUCTION
If you think that you would like to be working in the admin hub at the frontline 
in any organisation, then this course was designed for you. Learn all of the key 
skills required to be the ‘go to’ person in a busy organisational hub, reception 
area or to be the sole admin member in a smaller business. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Business Administration 5M2468.

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a block work placement of 2 weeks in an office environment.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Business (MT550).

•  UCC: Commerce (CK201).

•  CCOC: Progress to one of the CCOC Advanced Business Specialisms, subject 
to entry requirements being met. 

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO points 
for any IT can be attained by successful completion of this course. Go to our 
progressions database at https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ 
for exact requirements on progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Any business office environment. Past students have been employed in 
numerous administrative positions such as Apple Computers, UCC, Cork City 
Council, Cork County Council and many other businesses.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
administration@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223825

COURSE CONTENT

Reception & Frontline Skills 5N1407

Business Administration Skills 5N1610

Teamworking 5N1367

Database Methods 5N0783

Spreadsheet Methods 5N1977

Work Experience 5N1356

Word Processing 5N1358

Digital Presentations 5N0563

Bookkeeping Manual & Computerised 5N1354

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Data Protection

Microsoft Outlook

CRM software
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Police & Security 
Studies 
(Security Studies)
INTRODUCTION
Can you see yourself working in the security industry or the police/armed forces/
naval service as a career? Learn a whole range of security related subjects and 
get your PSA license so that you can get the skills and knowledge you need to 
get into the industry and take the first step to that career in uniform. Students 
participate in  court visits and site visits

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4 (note: students who wish to progress to 

policing require passes in LC Maths and English). 
•  For mature applicants experience will be considered in lieu of formal 

qualifications. 
•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 

will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Security Studies 5M2110. 
•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 

requiring Maths for progression). Students can apply for PSA licence on 
completion of course.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a block work placement of 2 weeks in a business/industry 

environment.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  UCC: Social Science (CK102), Criminology (CK113), Law (CK301).  
•  MTU Cork: Business (MT550), Business Administration (MT551).
•  Carlow IT: Analytical Science (CW107), Cybercrime & IT Security (CW227).
Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
The course meets the needs of the security industry in line with the terms of the 
Private Security Services Act 2004. Career opportunities exist is every area of 
the private security industry. Employers in the industry specifically seek us out 
in the college in order to recruit and employ our graduates. The course is also 
designed for students who are interested in a career in An Garda Síochána, the 
Defense Forces, Prison Services or the Fire Services.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
security@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223832

COURSE CONTENT

Criminology 5N2107

Door Security Procedures 4N1114

Guarding Skills 4N1118

Legal Practice & Procedures 5N1394

Retail Security 5N1777

Safety & Health at Work 5N1794

Security Industry Procedures 5N1785

Work Experience 5N1356

Communications 5N0690

Substance Use - Issues for Youthwork 5N2176

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

First Aid

Security Technology

CCOC as part of the Cork ETB, is an accredited training 
provider for the PSA under strict laws regarding the 
licensing process in the private security industry.
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Supply Chain
Operations 
(Logistics & Distribution)
INTRODUCTION
All businesses depend on Logistics & Distribution to service both their own 
internal needs and those of their clients. Logistics & Distribution includes the 
sourcing, storage and transportation of goods and forms the link between raw 
materials & products and their smooth flow to the market. This programme is a 
gateway to jobs for problem solvers and analytical thinkers. Participants on this 
programme have access to a Work Placement Programme, which includes Safe 
Pass training to ensure graduates are well placed to secure key positions in this 
growing industry. Students participate in site visits and attendance at Logistics 
& Distribution conferences.  

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 
•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 
•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 

will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Logistics and Distribution 5M2767. 
•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 

requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake work placement one day per week with a relevant 

employer, which they source themselves.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Automotive Technology & Management (MT747), Business (MT550).
•  TU Dublin: Logistics & Supply Chain Management (TU907). 
•  LIT: Road Transport Technology & Management (LC286).
•  CCOC: Progress to one of the CCOC Advanced Business Specialisms, subject 

to entry requirements being met. 
Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Opportunities may arise to work in purchasing administration and buying, 
supply chain analysis, warehouse administration and management,  
export/import industries, customer service and transport administration.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
logistics@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223839

COURSE CONTENT

Freight Forwarding 5N2728

Inventory Control 5N2726

Purchasing 5N2727

Spreadsheets Methods 5N1977

Warehousing 5N2725

Communications 5N0690

Work Experience 5N1356

Supply Chain Operations 5N2409

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Manual Handling Training and Certification

 Safe Pass Certification (SOLAS)

 Inventory Management software

Safety & Health

Problem Solving
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Advanced Business  
& Administration 
(Business)
INTRODUCTION
This course builds on business/administration knowledge and skills already 
attained. Its multidisciplinary nature provides students with a broad subject 
base from which to progress. There is a strong emphasis on application to 
the business/administration world through the use of simulated scenarios. 
It aims to enhance students’ communication, presentation, teamworking, 
research, analytical and problem solving skills thereby preparing participants 
for further study or entry to work. Students participate in seminars organised by 
professional bodies. Options are available for international students to attend 
extra English language tutorials.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Full QQI level 5 award in Business Studies / Administration or other relevant 

award. It is desirable that Spreadsheet Methods are included. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Advanced Certificate in Business 6M4985.

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake work experience one day per week in a business/

administration setting for the duration of the course, which they source 
themselves. A college based simulated office is available to help students’ 
transition to the world of work.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  UCC: Commerce (CK201) Year 2 Entry. 

•  MTU Cork: Business (MT550) Year 2 entry. 

•  MTU Kerry: Business (MT941) Year 2 Entry. 

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained.  Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Financial Services, Accounts Assistant, Customer Service/Marketing 
Representative, Retail, Office/Business Administrator.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
business@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223850

COURSE CONTENT

Professional Presentation 6N4006

Business Law 6N4045

Business Management 6N4310

Communications 6N1950

Finance 6N4165

Spreadsheets 6N4089

Work Experience 6N1946

Sales & Marketing Management 6N3613

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Data Protection

Professional Styling & Image

BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATION
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BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATION

Advanced Business  
- Marketing Specialism 
(Business)
INTRODUCTION
Develop further your business and marketing skills with this advanced 
programme. Gain networking opportunities with industry professionals and 
practical experience of event management. Develop your entrepreneurial spirit 
and take this opportunity to build your skills to ensure you are readyto enter the 
marketplace or progress to higher education. Students participate in practical 
event management experience. This is an Ideal stepping stone to working in the 
marketing/event management business or a gateway to a further qualification 
at degree level. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Full QQI Level 5 award in a relevant area. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 6 Advanced Certificate in Business 6M4985. 

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake work experience one day per week in a business/

administration setting for the duration of the course, which they source 
themselves.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Marketing (CR420) Year 2 Entry. 

•  MTU Kerry: Business (Marketing) (TL731) Year 2 Entry. 

•  UCC: Commerce (CK201) Year 1, Food Marketing & Entrepreneurship (CK213) 
Year 1, Business Information Systems (CK203) Year 1. 

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Sales and marketing, marketing communications, Online event management, 
corporate affairs, self employment customer service and event management.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
business@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223850

COURSE CONTENT

Business Management 6N4310

Communications 6N1950

Professional Presentation 6N4006

Marketing Communications 6N4370

Sales & Marketing Management 6N3613

Event Management 6N4800

Work Experience 6N1946

Entrepreneurship 6N1941

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Manual Handling Training and Certification

Fire Safety Certificate

Professional Styling & Image
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BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATION

Advanced Business 
- Legal Specialism 
(Business)
INTRODUCTION
This course builds on business/legal knowledge and skills already attained from 
a Level 5 related programme. Its multidisciplinary nature provides students with 
a broad subject base which will allow them to further develop their skills as a 
legal administrator. Students continue with more expertise in legal subjects 
coupled with subjects like professional presentation and marketing which lend 
themselves to being an indispensable member of the team in a legal office.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Full QQI level 5 award in Business Studies/Administration or other relevant 

award. It is desirable that Spreadsheet Methods is included. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Advanced Certificate in Business 6M4985.

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake work experience one day per week in a business/

administration setting for the duration of the course, which they source 
themselves. A college based simulated office is available to help students 
transition to the world of work.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Business (MT550) Year 2 Entry.

•  MTU Kerry: Business (MT941) Year 2 Entry. 

•  UCC: Law (CK301) Year 1 Entry.

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Legal secretary, legal researcher, paralegal work and general administration.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
business@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223850

COURSE CONTENT

Business Management 6N4310

Work Experience 6N1946

Communications 6N1950

Business Law 6N4045

Marketing Communications 6N4370

Spreadsheets 6N4089

Employment Law 6N4322

Professional Presentation 6N4006

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Data Protection

Professional Styling & Image
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BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATION

Advanced Business with 
English Language Support 
(Business)
INTRODUCTION
This course builds on business and English knowledge and skills already 
attained from a Level 5 related programme. Its broad range of subjects allows 
students to continue to develop their expertise in the business area as well as 
further developing their expertise in the English language. Graduates from the 
course will have upskilled in English as a second language and be in a position 
to work in a business organisation or move on into an entrepreneurial venture.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Full QQI Level 5 Award in a relevant area. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 6 Advanced Certificate in Business 6M4985.

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake work experience one day per week in a business/

administration setting for the duration of the course, which they source 
themselves. A college based simulated office is available to help students 
transition to the world of work.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Business (MT550) Year 2 Entry. 

•  MTU Kerry: Business (MT941) Year 2 Entry. 

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Customer Service/Marketing Representative, Retail Assistant, Office/Business 
Administrator.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
business@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223850

COURSE CONTENT

Business Management 6N4310

Communications 6N1950

Work Experience 6N1946

Entrepreneurship 6N1941

English as a Second Language 6N3161

Managing People 6N3945

Contact Centre Support Skills 6N3925

Professional Presentation 6N4006

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Data Protection

Professional Styling and Image

English language tutorial support
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Computer Science
(Computer Systems & Networks)
INTRODUCTION
This course provides the student with the core skills required in the computer 
science industry and prepares the student for a career demanding specialist 
knowledge of programming and networking. The student will learn how to 
upgrade hardware, and how to troubleshoot and resolve technical issues. 
The student will also examine the backend of an Operating System, including 
configuration and fault management. Students participate in site visits.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate with at least a pass grade in mathematics or relevant 

computer experience.

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Certificate in Computer Systems and Networks 5M0536.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake a block work placement of 2 weeks in the IT area.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: IT Management (MT805),  

Software Development (MT700 and MT800). 

•  Inholland (Haarlem, The Netherlands):  
Information Technology and Mathematical Engineering. 

•  UCC: BIS (CK203), Computer Science (CK401),  
Psychology and Computing (CK121). 

•  CCOC: QQI Level 6 Advanced Software Development 6M0691.

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
On successful completion of a full award, the student can apply for an entry level 
position as a programmer, a computer technician or provide virtual support for 
cloud computing. The student is also very employable as an IT support operator, 
especially in the area of troubleshooting software, hardware and networking 
problems.

COURSE CONTENT

Operating Systems 5N2928

Networking Essentials 5N2929

Computer Systems Hardware 5N0548

Virtualisation Support 5N2434

Programming & Design Principles (Java) 5N2927

Maths for Information Technology 5N18396

Communications 5N0690

Work Experience 5N1356

Students will be given the opportunity to sit the VMware 
Certified Associate - Digital Business Transformation 
(VCA-DBT) exam (optional).

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Data Analytics

Data Protection

STEM Aspire Mentorship Programme  
(for female students), run by Dell EMC.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
computing@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223834

COMPUTER SCIENCE & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
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IT Tech Support
(Computer Systems & Networks)
INTRODUCTION
This course focuses on the key skills required to troubleshoot and resolve 
technical, security and other issues in a computer company or contact centre. 
The student will learn how to upgrade hardware, how to build a LAN, and will use 
CISCO’s Packet Tracer to track and resolve network issues, both locally and in 
the cloud. The student will also learn the key skills in effective communication 
with a customer. Classroom work will be complemented with relevant work 
placement, one day a week. Students participate in site visits.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate with at least a pass grade in mathematics or relevant 

computer experience. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Computer Systems and Networks 5M0536.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake work placement one day per week for the duration of 

the year. Students are required to source their own placement in a suitable IT 
related setting.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: IT Management (MT805),  

Software Development (MT700 and MT800).

•  UCC: BIS (CK203), Computer Science (CK401),  
Psychology and Computing (CK121). 

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
On successful completion of a full award, the student will be well positioned to 
work in technical support, troubleshooting a range of hardware issues, both 
local and in the cloud.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
computing@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223834

COURSE CONTENT

Networking Essentials 5N2929

Computer Systems Hardware 5N0548

Operating Systems 5N2928

Maths for Information Technology 5N18396

Customer Service 5N0972

ICT Security Policy & Management 5N0583

Virtualisation Support 5N2434

Work Experience 5N1356

Front Line Technical Skills 6N2056

Students will be given the opportunity to sit the VMware 
Certified Associate - Digital Business Transformation 
(VCA-DBT) exam (optional).

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Manual Handling Training and Certification

Data Analytics

COMPUTER SCIENCE & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
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FIT-IT Maintenance 
& Support 
(Computer Systems & Networks)
INTRODUCTION
If you have been unemployed for some time or wish to retrain or reskill to return 
to the workplace then this is the course for you. If you would like to become 
an IT technician involved in installation, repair and maintenance of equipment 
you can gain a solid foundation in these skills coupled with IT technical support 
skills and an introduction to the IT security area.  Study in a supported mentored 
environment to release your potential. Students participate in site visits and 
have access to Skillsport online learning.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Long term unemployed with no previous educational qualification higher than 

FETAC/QQI Level 4; applicants should be aged 21 and over and in receipt of 
social welfare payment. 

•  Applications through FIT at (021) 2428755, www.fit.ie or contact your Local 
Intreo Centre. Application can also be made directly to the college, through 
the college website. An offer of a place on this course is contingent on the 
applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and satisfactory 
presentation at interview.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Computer Systems and Networks 5M0536. 

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake work placement one day per week for the duration of 

the year. Students are required to source their own placement in a suitable IT 
related setting.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: IT Management (MT805),  

Software Development (MT700 and MT800).

•  UCC: BIS (CK203), Computer Science (CK401),   
Psychology and Computing (CK121).

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
The dual nature of this course (hardware and software), opens many employment 
opportunities for students. Graduates are well placed to take up positions in IT 
repair outlets, and in the IT departments of many organisations. Graduates can 
also apply for internship programmes.

COURSE CONTENT

Operating Systems 5N2928

Networking Essentials 5N2929

Computer Systems Hardware 5N0548

Maths for Information Technology 5N18396

Communications 5N0690

Work Experience 5N1356

Virtualisation Support 5N2434

ICT Security Policy & Management 5N0583

Students will be given the opportunity to sit the VMware 
Certified Associate - Digital Business Transformation 
(VCA-DBT) exam (optional).

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Manual Handling Training and Certification

FIT employment supports - CV workshops,  
interview skills, mock interviews.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
FITcourses@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223836

COMPUTER SCIENCE & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
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Software
Development
(Software Development)
INTRODUCTION
This course focuses on the key skills required to design, develop and test software 
that behaves reliably and efficiently. Students will learn the fundamentals of how 
to build commercially sound and robust applications using Java and Python, 
and how to develop web sites using HTML and CSS. The student will also learn 
and apply modern software development methodologies, including Scrum and 
Kanban. Students participate in site visits.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate with at least a pass grade in mathematics or relevant 

computer experience. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement.

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Software Development 5M0529.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake a block work placement of 2 weeks in the IT area.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: IT Management (MT805),  

Software Development (MT700 and MT800). 

•  Inholland (Haarlem, The Netherlands):  
Information Technology and Mathematical Engineering.

•  UCC: BIS (CK203), Computer Science (CK401),  
Psychology and Computing (CK121).

•  CCOC: QQI Level 6 Advanced Software Development 6M0691.

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
On successful completion of a full award, the student can apply for an entry level 
position as a programmer, an app developer, a website developer or a networks 
technician. The student is also very employable as a customer service operator, 
especially in the area of troubleshooting general computer problems.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
computing@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223834

COURSE CONTENT

Fundamentals of Object Oriented 
Programming (Java)

5N0541

Software Architecture 5N2772

Programming & Design Principles (Python) 5N2927

Web Authoring (client side) 5N1910

Networking Essentials 5N2929

Maths for Information Technology 5N18396

Communications 5N0690

Work Experience 5N1356

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Data Analytics

Data Protection

STEM Aspire Mentorship Programme  
(for female students), run by Dell EMC.

COMPUTER SCIENCE & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
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Advanced Software 
Development 
(Software Development)
INTRODUCTION
This course is designed to further a student’s learning in how to produce 
commercially viable software by learning about modern software development 
methodologies and modelling tools, and applying those tools to design, code 
and test GUI and Object Oriented programs applying those tools to design, 
code and test GUI and Object Orientated programs and websites (using 
WordPress). The student will learn how to create and use a relational database 
and how to integrate a database with their developed software. The student will 
also learn key skills in project management and leadership. Classroom work 
will be complemented with relevant work placement, one day a week. Students 
participate in site visits.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Software Development 5M0529 / QQI Level 5 

Certificate in Computer Systems and Networks 5M0536 (or equivalent). 
•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 

will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 6 Certificate in Software Development 6M0691.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake work experience one day per week in a computer 

company for the duration of the course, which they organise themselves.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Software Development MT700  (Level 8), Software Development 

and Computer Networking MT800  (Level 8), IT Support MT705 (Level 7),  
IT Management MT805 (Level 8). 

•  UCC: Computer Science CK401 (Level 8). 
•  Inholland (Haarlem, The Netherlands):  

Information Technology and Mathematical Engineering. 
Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
On successful completion of this award, the student can apply for a position 
as a junior programmer,  a junior computer technician (in the hardware and 
networking areas) or a project manager. The student is also in a strong position 
to apply for an apprenticeship with some of the big companies in the Computer 
Science area, including VMware, Dell EMC and CoreHR.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
computing@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223834

COURSE CONTENT

Graphical User Interface  
Programming (JavaFX)

6N0736

Software Architecture 6N1449

Project Management 6N4090

Object Oriented Programming (C++) 6N2108

Relational Database 6N4785

Leadership 6N2191

Work Experience 6N1946

Web Development (WordPress) 6N1277

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Data Analytics

STEM Aspire Mentorship Programme  
(for female students), run by Dell EMC.

COMPUTER SCIENCE & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
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EARLY LEARNING & CARE

Advanced Health  
& Vocational Care
(Social and Vocational Integration)
INTRODUCTION
This is a programme for those who value the delivery of Person Centred Care, 
and have successfully completed their level 5 award in Health Service Skills or 
equivalent. With a focus on core competencies required to deliver, organise 
and plan services for those who depend on it. Graduates are well positioned to 
connect with stakeholders in the health, caring & community sectors. Develop 
your management skills, and be part of teams to provide quality care to those 
who depend on it.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  For entry to Level 6 a full QQI Level 5 Award in a complementary area is required. 
•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 

will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 6 Advanced Social and Vocational Integration 6M2218.
•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 

requiring for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake a block work placement of a minimum of 60 hours in 

a variety of social care, community and health settings, which they organise 
themselves. Garda vetting is an integral part of the application procedure for 
this course. Hepatitis B and flu vaccinations (others may be required in individual 
settings) are required for work experience in a healthcare setting. Applicants 
should be aware that healthcare environments used in work experience may 
insist that students are fully vaccinated for Covid 19.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Social Care (MT573) Year 1. 
•  UCC: Social Science (CK102), Youth & Community Work (CK114)  

(Must be over 21 and at least one year’s relevant work experience in the area). 
•  WIT: Social Care Practice (WD192).
Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates are well placed to secure roles delivering and supervising front line 
services , contributing to organisational planning, in social care, care homes, 
hospitals, private homecare sector and intellectual disability environments.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
Healthcarelevel6@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223839

COURSE CONTENT

Rehabilitation Practice 6N2196

Disability Awareness 6N1975

Person Centred Planning 6N2206

Work Experience 6N1946

Team Leadership 6N1948

Boundary Management 6N2207

Mental Health Awareness 6N2209

Health Promotion 6N2214

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

MAPA (Management of Actual  
or Potential Aggression) Certification

Holistic Therapies
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Special Needs Support
(Intellectual Disability Practice)
INTRODUCTION
To be truly inclusive we need to consider the society we live in and strive for 
community based inclusion for all members. The study of empowerment of 
the individual in the context of community inclusion allows students on this 
course to increase awareness, understanding and learn the challenges and 
opportunities of working with individuals with specific needs. If you have an 
aptitude for and interest in working in the area of disability and support then this 
is the course for you. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement.

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Intellectual Disability Practice 5M1761.

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake a block work placement of two weeks in a community 

based setting where there are individuals requiring support.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  UCC: CK102 Social Science. CK114 Social Science - Youth & Community 

Work (must be over 21 and have experience). 

•  WIT: WD005 Health Sciences, WD018 - Applied Social Care. 

•  LIT: LC292 Social Care work. 

•  MTU Cork: MT575 Community Development, MT571 Early Childhood,  
MT573 Social Care.

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Care environments and communities, intellectual disability environments, 
private settings.

COURSE CONTENT

Community Inclusion 5N1740

Empowering the Individual 5N1749

Facilitating Learning 5N1753

Intellectual Disability Studies 5N1652

Personal Effectiveness 5N1390

Work Experience 5N1356

Challenging Behaviour 5N1706

Understanding Special Needs 5N1709

Assistive Technology 6N2211

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

MAPA (Management of Actual  
or Potential Aggression) Certification

PECS

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
disabilitypractice@ccoc.ie

EARLY LEARNING & CARE
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Special Needs Support
(Intellectual Disability Practice)

Stage 1 Advanced Certificate  
in Early Learning and Care
INTRODUCTION
This is a 2 year programme leading to the Advanced Certificate at Level 6, and 
learners can progress to the ELC Level 6 award if they have achieved the ELC 
Level 5 award or if they have gone through an RPL (recognised prior learning) 
process. There is an embedded award, a Level 5 Certificate in Early Learning 
and Care, which can be achieved if learners exit the programme after 1 year. For 
the first time in the history of the ELC sector, the workforce will have access to a 
suite of professional awards from entry level qualifications at Level 5 to honours 
degree level, that recognise the value of professionals at all these levels working 
in ELC settings across the country.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 
•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 
•  All applicants are interviewed and Garda vetted. Police clearance is required 

for non-Irish nationals. Minimum English language and literacy competence at 
entry to the programme for speakers of English as a second language would 
be B2 in writing, reading, listening and speaking. An offer of a place on this 
course is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out 
here and satisfactory presentation at interview.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Certificate in Early Learning and Care 5M21473. There is an embedded 

award, a Level 5 Certificate in Early Learning and Care, which can be achieved 
if learners exit the programme after 1 year.

•  Children First Certificate.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake 150 hours of Professional Practice in a minimum 

of 2 early Years of Early Years settings per annum. The settings will include 
birth - 2 yrs 8 months, and 2 yrs 8 months to 6 years. All Professional Practice 
placements must be carried out with an ELC provider currently registered 
with TUSLA. Learners must be garda vetted before going on the placement. 
Learners must complete the current Children First E-Learning programme 
before going on placement.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  CCOC: Stage 2 Advanced Certificate in Early Learning and Care.
•  UCC: Early Years & Childhood Studies (CK111).
•  WIT: Early Childhood Care & Education (WD231).
•  MTU Cork: Early Childhood Education and Care (MT572),  

Montessori Education (MT970).

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
After Year 1 students will have  a Professional Qualification in Early Learning 
Care Level 5.  After Year 2 students will have a Professional Qualification in Early 
Learning Care Level 6. Students can work in pre-schools and crèches and can 
work as a Child Minder in the home.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
childcare@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4222100 ext 594

COURSE CONTENT 
YR 1 (EMBEDDED LEVEL 5 CERTIFICATE)

Curriculum, Play & Creative Studies 5C21527

Early Childhood Growth & Development 5C21526

Holistic Care of Children  
(Birth to Six Years)

5C21525

Understanding & Assisting Children  
with Additional Needs

5C21528

Children’s Rights, Legislation & Regulation 5C21524

Professional Practice Placement  
in Early Learning and Care

5C21523

EARLY LEARNING & CARE
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Stage 1 Advanced Certificate  
in Early Learning and Care  
with Special Needs
INTRODUCTION
This is a 2 year programme leading to the Advanced Certificate at Level 6, and 
learners can progress to the ELC Level 6 award if they have achieved the ELC 
Level 5 award or if they have gone through an RPL (recognised prior learning) 
process. There is an embedded award, a Level 5 Certificate in Early Learning 
and Care, which can be achieved if learners exit the programme after 1 year. For 
the first time in the history of the ELC sector, the workforce will have access to a 
suite of professional awards from entry level qualifications at Level 5 to honours 
degree level, that recognise the value of professionals at all these levels working 
in ELC settings across the country.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 
•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 
•  All applicants are interviewed and Garda vetted. Police clearance is required 

for non-Irish nationals. 
•  Minimum English language and literacy competence at entry to the programme 

for speakers of English as a second language would be B2 in writing, reading, 
listening and speaking. 

•  An offer of a place on this course is contingent on the applicant meeting the 
entry requirements set out here and satisfactory presentation at interview.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Certificate in Early Learning and Care 5M21473. There is an embedded 

award, a Level 5 Certificate in Early Learning and Care, which can be achieved 
if learners exit the programme after 1 year.

•  Children First Certificate.
WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake 150 hours of Professional Practice in a minimum 

of 2 early Years  of Early Years settings per annum. The settings will include 
birth - 2 yrs 8 months, and 2 yrs 8 months to 6 years. All Professional Practice 
placements must be carried out with an ELC provider currently registered 
with TUSLA. Learners must be garda vetted before going on the placement. 
Learners must complete the current Children First E-Learning programme 
before going on placement.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  CCOC: Stage 2 - Advanced Certificate in Early Learning and Care  

with Special Needs. 
•  UCC: Early Years & Childhood Studies (CK111).
•  WIT: Early Childhood Care & Education (WD231).
•  MTU Cork: Early Childhood Education and Care (MT572),  

Montessori Education (MT970).
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
After Year 1 students will have a Professional Qualification in Early Learning 
Care Level 5. After Year 2 students will have a Professional Qualification in Early 
Learning Care Level 6. Students can work in pre-schools and crèches and can 
work as a Child Minder in the home.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
childcare@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4222100 ext 594

COURSE CONTENT 
YR 1 (EMBEDDED LEVEL 5 CERTIFICATE)

Curriculum, Play & Creative Studies 5C21527

Early Childhood Growth & Development 5C21526

Holistic Care of Children  
(Birth to Six Years)

5C21525

Understanding & Assisting Children  
with Additional Needs

5C21528

Children’s Rights, Legislation & Regulation 5C21524

Professional Practice Placement  
in Early Learning and Care

5C21523

Special Needs Assisting 5N1786

EARLY LEARNING & CARE
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Stage 2 Advanced Certificate  
in Early Learning and Care
INTRODUCTION
If you’ve completed your Stage 1 Early Years and have a thirst to climb the 
ladder to the next stage, then this course can help you to advance your 
skills and knowledge to become room leader once you have generated the 
experience needed to add to the qualification. Young minds and hearts depend 
on the professionalism of those who care for and educate them and if this is 
your passion then this is your course. Students participate in a visit to Blackrock 
Castle Observatory and attendance at conferences and seminars.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 

•  Learners can progress to the ELC Level 6 award if they have achieved the ELC 
Level 5 award. Recognition of Prior Learning is available for advanced entry. 
Please contact RPLELC@ccoc.ie for more information.

•  Participants are required to be Garda Vetted. Police Clearance is required for 
non-Irish Nationals. 

•  An offer of a place on this course is contingent on the applicant meeting the 
entry requirements set out here and satisfactory presentation at interview.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Advanced Certificate in Early Learning and Care 6M21471.

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring for progression).

•  Children First Certificate.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake 150 hours of Professional Practice in a minimum 

of 2 early Years of Early Years settings per annum. The settings will include 
birth - 2 yrs 8 months, and 2 yrs 8 months to 6 years. All Professional Practice 
placements must be carried out with an ELC provider currently registered 
with TUSLA. Learners must be garda vetted before going on the placement. 
Learners must complete the current Children First E-Learning programme 
before going on placement.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
Under negotiation.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Supervisory roles in Early Years Services and within organisations which require 
leaders to manage & provide childcare places, i.e. charities, hotels etc. SNA 
positions in primary schools.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
advancedchildcare@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223835

COURSE CONTENT

Advanced Professional Practice 
Placement in Early Learning and Care

6C21517

Sociology and Social Policy  
in Early Learning and Care

6C21518

The Developing Child 6C21519

Curriculum and Pedagogy 6C21520

Inclusive Early Learning and Care 6C21521

Supervision and Administration  
in Early Learning and Care

6C21522

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Manual handling training and certification  
(requirement for work experience)

Child Paths training certificate

Paediatric First Aid

Football for All workshop  
(Coaching players with a disability)

Cork City Childcare Conference

Blackrock Castle Observatory Onsite Visit

EARLY LEARNING & CARE
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Stage 2 Advanced Certificate  
in Early Learning and Care  
with Special Needs
INTRODUCTION
If you’ve completed your Stage 1 Early Years and have a thirst to climb the 
ladder to the next stage specialising in special needs then this is an exciting new 
opportunity for you. Young minds and hearts depend on the professionalism of 
those who care for and educate them and children with extra needs deserve 
the best. If that’s you then this is your course. Students participate in a visit to 
Blackrock Castle Observatory and attendance at conferences and seminars.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Learners can progress to the ELC Level 6 award if they have achieved the ELC 

Level 5 award. Recognition of Prior Learning is available for advanced entry. 
Please contact RPLELC@ccoc.ie for more information.

•  Participants are required to be Garda Vetted. Police Clearance is required for 
non-Irish Nationals. 

•  An offer of a place on this course is contingent on the applicant meeting the 
entry requirements set out here and satisfactory presentation at interview. 

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Advanced Certificate in Early Learning and Care 6M21471.

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring for progression).

•  Children First Certificate.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake 150 hours of Professional Practice in a minimum 

of 2 early Years of Early Years settings per annum. The settings will include 
birth - 2 yrs 8 months, and 2 yrs 8 months to 6 years. All Professional Practice 
placements must be carried out with an ELC provider currently registered 
with TUSLA. Learners must be garda vetted before going on the placement. 
Learners must complete the current Children First E-Learning programme 
before going on placement.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
Under negotiation.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Supervisory roles in Early years settings and within organisations which require 
leaders to manage & provide childcare places, i.e charities, hotels etc. SNA 
positions in primary schools.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
advancedchildcare@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223835

COURSE CONTENT
Advanced Professional Practice 
Placement in Early Learning and Care

6C21517

Sociology and Social Policy 
in Early Learning and Care

6C21518

The Developing Child 6C21519

Curriculum and Pedagogy 6C21520

Inclusive Early Learning and Care 6C21521

Supervision and Administration  
in Early Learning and Care

6C21522

Special Needs Assisting                                                                                     6N1957

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Manual handling training and certification  
(requirement for work experience)

Child Paths training certificate

Paediatric First Aid

Football for All workshop  
(Coaching players with a disability)

Cork City Childcare Conference

Blackrock Castle Observatory Onsite Visit

EARLY LEARNING & CARE
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Beauty & Body 
Therapy

HAIR, BEAUTY & COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

INTRODUCTION
Have you got a flair for beauty and a desire to work in a spa or salon? If so, this 
course will provide you with the basic skills and techniques needed to work as 
a therapist or in the retail sector of the beauty industry. You will receive the best 
training in Skincare, Facials, Eye Treatments, Make Up, Manicures, Pedicures, 
Waxing and Facial Electrical Treatments in our state of the art facilities. You 
will be working with top class products and have access to masterclasses and 
workshops.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Beauty Therapy 5M3471.

•  ITEC Level 2 Diploma for Beauty Specialists.

•  ITEC Level 3 Diploma in Facial Electrical Treatments.

•  ITEC Level 2 Award in Infection Prevention (COVID-19) for Beauty Therapy and 
Nail Services.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake work placement one day a week in a beauty related 

environment e.g. beauty salon or hotel spa, which they organise themselves.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  CCOC: CIDESCO Beauty Therapy Diploma.

•  MTU Kerry: Health & leisure (MT911), Health & Leisure with Massage (MT912).

•  LIT: Bus Studies in Beauty & Spa Mgt (LC392).

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Hotel spas/salons, cruise liners, self employed professional, pharmacies, 
department store beauty counters.

COURSE CONTENT

Anatomy and Physiology 5N0749

Body Massage & Figure Analysis 5N3465

Communications 5N0690

Facial Electrics
5N3468  

/ITEC

Manicure, Pedicure & Waxing
5N3467 

/ITEC

Beauty Therapy Industry Ethics & Practice 5N3470

Skin Care, Eye Treatments & Make-up
5N3466  

/ITEC

Work Experience 5N1356

Professional Conduct  
& Business Awareness

ITEC

Infection Prevention (COVID-19)  
for Beauty Therapy & Nail Services

ITEC

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

CCOC Phorest Salon Software Certificate

First Aid workshop

CCOC Spray Tanning

Hot Stones Massage

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
beauty@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223814
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HAIR, BEAUTY & COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

CIDESCO Beauty 
Therapy Diploma
INTRODUCTION
Want to travel the world? Teach future CIDESCO students? Run your own salon?

With a CIDESCO Beauty Therapy qualification you are already on the path to 
that destination. Make your dreams a reality, and obtain the skills needed to set 
up a solid career in beauty therapy. Based in Zurich, the CIDESCO International 
qualification is recognised throughout the world for setting the highest 
standards of excellence in the Beauty Therapy profession. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Full QQI Level 5 Award in Beauty Therapy 5M3471, ITEC Level 2 Diploma in 

Beauty Specialist Treatments and ITEC Level 3 Diploma in Facial Electrical 
Treatments are required.

CERTIFICATION
•  CIDESCO Beauty Therapy Diploma.

•  ITEC Level 3 Diploma in Epilation.

•  CIDESCO Sanitation and Sterilisation Award.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake work experience one day a week in a salon environment, 

which they organise themselves. The college has a fully equipped training salon 
which is open on Fridays for customers and students also gain experience 
here.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  ITEC Level 3 Award in Education and Training.

•  ITEC Level 4 Certificate in Education and Training.

•  NABTET Teacher Training Award.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Students pursue a wide variety of careers such as working in hotel spas, 
beauty salons, cruise liners, beauty therapy tutor, mobile therapist, sales 
representatives, beauty counter sales and self employment.

COURSE CONTENT

Aesthetics & Body Therapies CIDESCO

Swedish Massage CIDESCO

Anatomy & Physiology CIDESCO

Electrical Epilation ITEC

Sanitation and Sterilisation CIDESCO

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Dermalogica Partnership Programme workshops

Hot Stones Massage

Indian Head Massage

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
beauty@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223814
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HAIR, BEAUTY & COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

Holistic
Therapies
INTRODUCTION
Do you see Holistic Therapies as a way to enhance general health and wellbeing? 
Are you interested in the human body? As a Holistic Therapist you will use 
therapies to enhance the mind, body, and soul. Learners explore the diversity of 
Holistic Therapies. They receive a firm grounding in many therapies, the course 
will gives practical skills and a detailed understanding of a holistic approach 
to health therapies. The course provides the professional training that can 
enable you to pursue a career in a variety of Holistic Therapy settings, and great 
opportunities to work with our Internationally recognised ITEC qualifications.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  ITEC Level 3 Diploma in Holistic Massage. 

•  ITEC Level 3 Diploma in Reflexology Treatments. 

•  ITEC Level 3 Diploma in Sports Massage.

•  ITEC Level 3 Award in Massage using Pre-Blended Aromatherapy Oils.

•  ITEC Level 3 Certificate in Stone Therapy Massage.

•  ITEC Level 2 Award in Infection Prevention(COVID-19) for Complementary 
Therapies and Sports Massage.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students work in the college salon during the year.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  ITEC Level 3 Award in Education and Training.

•  ITEC Level 4 Certificate in Education and Training.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Spas, salons, health and wellbeing centres, hotels, leisure centres, health farms, 
self-employed professional, cruise ships.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
holistics@ccoc.ie  

(021)4223844

COURSE CONTENT

Anatomy & Physiology ITEC

Professional Conduct  
& Business Awareness

ITEC

Holistic Massage ITEC

Reflexology ITEC

Sports Massage ITEC

Aromatherapy ITEC

Stone Therapy ITEC

Infection Prevention (COVID-19)  
for Complementary Therapies  
and Sports Massage

ITEC

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

First Aid

Ear Candling

Lomi Lomi Massage

Manual Handling
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HAIR, BEAUTY & COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

Make -Up
Artistry
INTRODUCTION
Do you aspire to have a career in the world of fashion, theatre and film? Can you 
be the person who has the skill and flair to transform people into a variety of 
looks using specialist products and techniques, and create characters through 
the use of special effects and artistry into other worlds? In this course you have 
the opportunity to work with cutting edge products in a state of the art Makeup 
Studio and build your portfolio for your future career. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 

•  Applicants will need to demonstrate an interest in Make-Up Artistry and are 
required to supply  a portfolio of make-up work completed by the applicant 
as evidence of their interest. This should include at least 5 photographs 
of theatrical or fashion (e.g. debs or wedding) style work. All applicants will 
undergo a processing stage during which further information will be gathered 
in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course is contingent 
on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and satisfactory 
completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  ITEC Level 3 Diploma in Fashion, Theatre and Media Make-Up.

•  QQI Level 5 Make-Up Artistry Award 5M5265. 

•  ITEC Level 2 Award in Infection Prevention (COVID-19) for Make-up Services.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake work placement one day per week in a retail/theatre/fashion 

environment for the duration of the year, which they organise themselves.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  Institute of Art, Design and Technology (IADT) Dun Laoghaire DL845  

- BA Design for Film. 

•  Southampton Solent University  
- BA (Hons) Make-up & Hair Design. 

Go to our progressions database at https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/
progressions/ for exact requirements on progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Free-Lance Makeup Artist, Theatrical Makeup Artist, Film/Television Makeup 
Artist, Product trainer, Sales Representative, Retail Industry.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
makeupartistry@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223827

COURSE CONTENT

Fashion & Media Make-Up
5N4627  

/ITEC

Period & Theatrical Make-Up
5N4632  

/ITEC

Postiche 5N4633

Retail Selling 5N1619

Specialised Make-Up Effects
5N4634  

/ITEC

Work Experience 5N1356

Customer Service 5N0972

Professional Conduct  
& Business Awareness

ITEC

Infection Prevention (COVID-19)  
for Make-up Services

ITEC

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

CCOC Phorest Salon Software Certificate

First Aid workshop

Data Protection
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HAIR, BEAUTY & COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

Nail Technology 
with Nail Art
INTRODUCTION
Do you aspire to have a career in the world of Nails and Beauty? This expanding 
industry needs good therapists. In this course you have the opportunity to 
achieve a wide variety of training skills dealing with specialist nail technician 
treatments. Release your artistic flair and produce superb looks that will allow 
you to become an attractive prospect for employers as well as having the 
opportunity to become self-employed. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 

•  For mature applicants, experience will be considered in lieu of formal 
qualifications. 

•  All applicants will need to demonstrate an interest in Nails and are required to 
supply a portfolio of some nail work completed by the applicant as evidence of 
their interest. This should include at least 5 photographs of nails painted by the 
interviewee. All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further 
information will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place 
on this course is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements 
set out here and satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  ITEC Level 3 Diploma in Nail Technology. 

•  ITEC Level 2 Certificate in Nail Art.

•  QQI Level 5 Component Certificates in Work Experience 5N1356, Skincare, 
Eye Treatments & Make-Up 5N3466.

•  ITEC Level 2 Award in Infection Prevention (COVID-19) for Beauty Therapy and 
Nail Services.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a work placement one day a week in a nail bar/beauty 

therapy environment, which they organise themselves.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  This course is geared towards the workplace environment and employment.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Nail Technician in a Beauty Salon, Nail Bar, Nail Technician on Cruise ships 
e.g. Steiner, Self-employed /Mobile Nail Technician. (I.T.E.C is an International 
Qualification for work abroad). Product trainer, Sales Representative, Retail 
Industry, Skincare expert in a Beauty Salon or on a Skincare counter.

COURSE CONTENT

Nail Technology /Nail Art  
(Theory & Practical);

Manicure, Gel polish application,  
Pedicure, Acrylic nails, Gel nails,  
Nail wraps i.e. silks/fibreglass,  
Sculptured nails, Nail Art for natural nails

ITEC

Professional Conduct  
& Business Awareness

ITEC

Skin Care, Eye Treatments & Make-up 5N3466

Work Experience 5N1356

Infection Prevention (COVID-19)  
for Beauty Therapy and Nail Services

ITEC

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

CCOC Phorest Salon Software Certificate

Digital Marketing

Data Protection

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
nailtech@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223827
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HAIR, BEAUTY & COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES

Yoga Teaching with 
Holistic Therapies
INTRODUCTION
All workplaces are becoming increasingly conscious of the physical and mental 
health of their employees and are investing in initiatives to prolong health and 
mental/physical fitness. Become a yoga teacher and at the same time learn other 
skills such as holistic therapies to enhance mind, body and soul with practical 
skills and detailed understanding of a holistic approach to health therapies. 
Makes make you eminently employable or well placed for self employment. 
Learn to teach asana and pranayama in your own individual way with awareness, 
compassion, sensitivity and clarity. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 
•  Mature applicants are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 
•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 

will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this 
course is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out 
here and satisfactory completion of the processing stage. Please note as this 
is a teaching qualification, students must demonstrate prior yoga experience. 
Fitness qualifications will be considered. Applicants are reminded this is not an 
entry level programme and is not suitable for beginners.

CERTIFICATION
•  ITEC Level 3 Diploma in Yoga Teaching. 
•  ITEC Level 3 Diploma in Holistic Massage. 
•  ITEC Level 3 Diploma in Reflexology Treatments.
•  ITEC Level 3 Diploma in Massage using Pre-Blended Aromatherapy Oils.
•  ITEC Level 3 Diploma in Stone Therapy Massage. 
•  ITEC Level 2 Award in Infection Prevention (COVID)  

for Sport and Fitness Sessions.
•  ITEC Level 2 Award in Infection Prevention (COVID)  

for Complementary Therapies and Sports Massage.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students work in the college Salon during the year.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  ITEC Level 3 Award in Education and Training. 
•  ITEC Level 4 Award in Education and Training.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Establishing a Yoga teaching business, working in spas, salons, health and  
well-being centres, hotel leisure centres, health farms, self-employed 
professional, cruise ships.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
holistics@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223844

COURSE CONTENT
Diploma in Yoga Teaching;
• Principles of exercise, fitness and health 
• Anatomy and physiology for exercise 
and health • Programming yoga teaching 
sessions • Delivering yoga teaching sessions 
• Support clients who take part in exercise 
and physical activity • Health, safety and 
welfare in a fitness environment

ITEC

Holistic Massage;
• Holistic Massage • Professional Conduct & 
Business Awareness • Anatomy & Physiology

ITEC

Reflexology Treatments ITEC

Massage using Pre-Blended 
Aromatherapy Oils

ITEC

Stone Therapy Massage ITEC

Infection Prevention - (COVID-19)  
for sport and fitness sessions

ITEC

Infection Prevention - (COVID)  
for Complementary Therapies & Sports

ITEC

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Children’s Yoga

First Aid

Manual Handling
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HEALTH & SOCIAL STUDIES

Healthcare Assistant
(Health Services Skills)
INTRODUCTION
If you have a compassionate nature and would like to take on the roles and 
responsibilities associated with the profession of caring then this is the course 
for you. Learn all of the required competencies and skills but also learn about 
the importance of issues such as dignity, respect, empathy and confidentiality. 
Being a care worker is such an important role and this course will prepare you in 
all of the best ways. Students will use a fully equipped nursing/HCA room for all 
of the practical work.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 
•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 
•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 

will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this 
course is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out 
here and satisfactory completion of the processing stage. Note: Prospective 
students should also be aware that some aspects of this course are physically 
demanding and should satisfy themselves that they are physically fit enough 
to undertake it.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Health Services Skills 5M3782. 
•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 

requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake a block work placement of four weeks (min. 150 hours) 

in a hospital or care home setting. Garda vetting is an integral part of the 
application procedure for this course. Hepatitis B and flu vaccinations (others 
may be required in individual settings) are required for work experience in a 
healthcare setting. Applicants should be aware that healthcare environments 
used in work experience may insist that students are fully vaccinated for Covid 19.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Social Care (MT573). 
•  WIT: Applied Healthcare (WD188). 
•  UCC: Social Science (CK102).
•  CCOC: Advanced Health & Vocational Care (6M2218).
Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Nursing homes, hospitals, agency work, day care facilities, private homecare 
sector, intellectual disability environments.

COURSE CONTENT

Care of the Older Person 5N2706

Care Skills 5N2770

Care Support 5N0758

Communications 5N0690

Infection Prevention & Control 5N3734

Word Processing 5N1358

Palliative Care 5N3769

Work Experience 5N1356

Intellectual Disability Studies 5N1652

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Patient Moving and Handling Certification  
(requirement for work experience)

HSE Safeguarding Vulnerable Persons at Risk 
Certificate (requirement for work experience)

First Aid workshop

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
HCAdaycourse@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223822
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Healthcare Assistant with 
English Language Support 
(Health Services Skills)
INTRODUCTION
If you have a compassionate nature and would like to take on the roles and 
responsibilities associated with the profession of caring then this is the course 
for you. Learn all of the required competencies and skills but also learn about 
the importance of issues such as dignity, respect, empathy and confidentiality. 
Being a care worker is such as important role and this course will prepare you in 
all of the best ways. Students will use a fully equipped nursing/HCA room is used 
for all of the practical work. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 
•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 
•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 

will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this 
course is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out 
here and satisfactory completion of the processing stage. Note: Prospective 
students should also be aware that some aspects of this course are physically 
demanding and should satisfy themselves that they are physically fit enough 
to undertake it.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Health Services Skills 5M3782.
•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as an option in the evening for 

learners requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake a block work placement of four weeks (min. 150 hours) in 

a hospital or care home setting. Garda vetting is an integral part of the application 
procedure for this course. Hepatitis B and flu vaccinations (others may be 
required in individual settings) are required for work experience in a healthcare 
setting. Applicants should be aware that healthcare environments used in work 
experience may insist that students are fully vaccinated for Covid 19.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Social Care (MT573). 
•  WIT: Applied Healthcare (WD188).
•  UCC: Social Science (CK102). 
•  CCOC: Advanced Health & Vocational Care (6M2218). 
Special arrangements are in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and 
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our Progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progessions for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Nursing Homes, hospitals, agency work, day care facilities, private homecare 
sector, intellectual disability environments.

COURSE CONTENT
Care of the Older Person 5N2706

Care Skills 5N2770

Care Support 5N0758

Communications 5N0690

Infection Prevention & Control 5N3734

Word Processing 5N1358

Palliative Care 5N3769

Work Experience 5N1356

Intellectual Disability Studies 5N1652

English as a second language 5N1362

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Patient Moving and Handling Certification  
(requirement for work experience)

HSE Safeguarding Vulnerable Persons at Risk 
Certificate (requirement for work experience)

First Aid workshop

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
HCAdaycourse@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223822

HEALTH & SOCIAL STUDIES
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Nursing Studies
(Nursing Studies)
INTRODUCTION
Find out if Nursing is for you! This preparatory course is geared for those who 
intend to go on to further training for the BSc Degree in Nurse Education either in 
Ireland, England, Scotland, Wales or abroad. You will be introduced to subjects/
topics commonly studied in the first year of the nursing degree programme. 
Learn about the skills and knowledge of the nursing profession with an emphasis 
on respect, dignity, empathy and confidentiality. Give yourself the best start for 
entry to a career in healthcare. There is a fully equipped nursing/HCA room for 
all of the practical work. UCAS application assistance is available.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate with five subjects at grade O6/H7, with Ordinary Level 

Maths (grade 06 preferable). 
•  Leaving Certificate Biology is considered an advantage. 
•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 
•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 

will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage. Note: Prospective students 
should be aware that some aspects of this course are physically demanding 
and should satisfy themselves that they are physically fit enough to undertake it. 

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Nursing Studies 5M4349. 
•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 

needing Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake a block work placement of four weeks (min. 150 hours) in 

a hospital or care home setting. Garda vetting is an integral part of the application 
procedure for this course. Hepatitis B and flu vaccinations (others may be 
required in individual settings) are required for work experience in a healthcare 
setting. Applicants should be aware that healthcare environments used in work 
experience may insist that students are fully vaccinated for Covid 19.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  All Nursing degrees programmes in Ireland, Nursing degrees in England 

(including Kingston University, Southampton University); Nursing degrees 
in Wales (including  Swansea University, University of South Wales), Nursing 
degrees in Scotland (including University of Stirling, Queen Margaret 
University Edinburgh). MTU Cork: Social Care (MT573). Excellent progression 
opportunities in Ireland, Scotland, England and Wales. Go to our progressions 
database at https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progessions for exact 
requirements on progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Nursing homes, hospitals, private homecare sector, intellectual disability 
environments.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
nursing@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223824

COURSE CONTENT

Anatomy & Physiology 5N0749

Care Skills 5N2770

Communications 5N0690

Human Growth & Development 5N1279

Infection Prevention & Control 5N3734

Nursing Theory & Practice 5N4325

Work Experience 5N1356

Care of the Older Person 5N2706

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Patient Moving and Handling Certification  
(requirement for work experience)

HSE Safeguarding Vulnerable Persons at Risk 
Certificate (requirement for work experience)

HEALTH & SOCIAL STUDIES
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Nutrition, Health  
& Wellness
(Community Health Services)
INTRODUCTION
Wellbeing is a dynamic growth area that has become part of professional 
life in all organisations. If you would like to become the person in a company/
business who is knowledgeable about the importance of all aspects of health 
and wellbeing then this is the course for you. We are all becoming aware of the 
critical importance of our physical and mental health and this course serves to 
increase awareness of the issues and ways of addressing them. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirements. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Community Health Services 5M4468.

•  QQI component Maths 5N1833 (available as an option in the evening for 
learners requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Personal and Professional Development component will be completed in lieu 

of work experience.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  UCC: Sports Studies and Physical Education (CK125), Social Science (CK102), 

Youth & Community Work (CK114) (Must be over 21 and at least one year’s 
relevant work experience in the area), International Development & Food Policy 
(CK214). 

•  MTU Cork: Social Care (MT573), Recreation & Leisure Management (MT510), 
Community Development (MT575), Hospitality Management (MT554). 

•  CCOC: QQI Level 6 Advanced Psychosocial Awareness & Training (6M2263).

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
In a health related environment, in the wellness section of a large company or in 
community organisations.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
holistics@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223844

COURSE CONTENT

Exercise & Fitness 5N2668

Team Working 5N1367

Work Experience 5N1356

Safety & Health at Work 5N1794

Nutrition 5N2006

Behavioural Studies 5N1351

Reflexology 5N5371

Indian Head Massage 6N3477

Anatomy & Physiology 5N0749

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Data Protection

HEALTH & SOCIAL STUDIES
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Psychology 
& Social Studies
(Applied Social Studies)
INTRODUCTION
Are you ‘people focused’ and intent on pursuing an education in social science, 
psychology or the humanities? This pre-university course is designed to give 
you a complete grounding in the concepts, theories, terminology and research 
skills required to pursue a successful degree in a third level college. Build 
your confidence and competencies with the methodologies and knowledge 
necessary to move to degree level. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate with a minimum of five O6 grades (Maths preferable). 
•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Cert requirement. 
•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 

will be gathered in relation to their application. This will be followed up by an 
interview. An offer of a place on this course is contingent on the applicant 
meeting the entry requirements at both processing and interview stages.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Applied Social Studies 5M2181.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Personal and Professional Development component will be completed in lieu 

of work experience.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Social Care (MT573). 

•  UCC: Applied Psychology (CK120), Social Science (CK102),  
Criminology (CK113). 

•  WIT: Psychology (WD163).

•  CCOC: QQI Advanced Certificate in Psychosocial Awareness and Training 
(6M2263) are just a selection of the opportunities available.

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
This course is designed for progression, to provide a foundation in the knowledge 
and skills needed to successfully advance and succeed in a 3rd level course 
in a related area. It is the first step in achieving a career in this area. Guidance 
seminars and one to one guidance available on the wide range of opportunities.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
psychology@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223833

COURSE CONTENT

Psychology 5N0754

Social Studies 5N1370

Communications 5N0690

Human Growth & Development 5N1279

Intercultural Studies 5N0765

Legal Practice & Procedures 5N1394

Statistics 5N2066

Personal & Professional Development 5N2985

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Mindfulness

HEALTH & SOCIAL STUDIES
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Youth Work
(Youth Work)
INTRODUCTION
Have you an interest in and an aptitude for in working with young people? 
Learn about all of the pertinent challenges and issues that face young people 
today. This full time course which will equip you with the knowledge, skills and 
confidence to advance in the youth work field.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  This course is designed predominantly for mature applicants. Experience and 

aptitude will be considered in lieu of formal qualifications. 
•  Applicants who are under 21 years of age require a Leaving Certificate or 

equivalent (e.g. LCA, QQI L4 Major Award) in addition to showing evidence of 
having an aptitude for and prior experience in the area. 

•  Applicants must be over 18 years when commencing the course. 
•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 

will be gathered in relation to their application. This will be followed up by an 
interview. An offer of a place on this course is contingent on the applicant 
meeting the entry requirements at both processing and interview stages.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Youth Work 5M4732. 
•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 

requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake work placement one day per week in a variety of 

community based settings e.g. social and voluntary services, family and 
community services and residential services, youth groups etc. Students 
have found placements in Foroige, Youthreach Centres, YMCA and similar 
environments. Garda vetting is an integral part of the application procedure for 
Work Experience.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Social Care (MT573), Community Development (MT575). 

•  UCC: Youth & Community Work (CK114). 

•  CCOC: QQI Level 6 Advanced Certificate in Psychosocial Awareness & Training 
(6M2263) are some of the opportunities available. 

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
To work as a Youth Worker a minimum of a level 7 award is required. The course 
is designed to provide a foundation in the knowledge and skills needed to 
successfully advance to achieve a L7 award or higher at 3rd level. Guidance 
seminars and one to one guidance available on the side range of opportunities.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
youthwork@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223833

COURSE CONTENT

Understanding Youthwork 5N1366

Working with Young People 5N1384

Young People & Society 5N2002

Communications 5N0690

Work Experience 5N1356

Criminology 5N2107

Understanding Community Development 5N1901

Substance Use - Issues for Youthwork 5N2176

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Child Protection

Football for all workshop  
(Coaching players with a disability)

Mindfulness

‘One Good Adult’ and ‘Self-Care for One Good Adult’ 
workshops

HEALTH & SOCIAL STUDIES
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Advanced Psychosocial 
Awareness & Training
(Inclusive Education and Training)
INTRODUCTION
If you have a Level 5 qualification in healthcare, childcare, psychology, 
(or another related area) and are keen to expand your knowledge into the 
disciplines of inclusive education, mental health and disability awareness then 
this is the course for you. Fully realise your skills and knowledge and be part 
of the systematic response which seeks to understand and respond to the 
needs of marginalised children and adults. Graduates can gain access to Higher 
Education with our well established progressions routes or employment in the 
caring & equality sector. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  For entry to Level 6 a full QQI Level 5 Award in a complementary area is required. 
•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 

will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 6 Advanced Certificate in Inclusive Education and Training 6M2263.
•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 

requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake a block work placement of a minimum of 80 hours in 

a variety of community and health settings, which they organise themselves. 
Garda vetting is an integral part of the application procedure for this course. 
Hepatitis B and flu vaccinations (others may be required in individual settings) 
are required for work experience in a healthcare setting. Applicants should be 
aware that healthcare environments used in work experience may insist that 
students are fully vaccinated for Covid 19.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Social Care (MT573) Year 1. 
•  UCC: Social Science (CK102), Youth & Community Work (CK114). 
•  WIT: Social Care Practice (WD192).
Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained.  Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Roles in health, disability, education and intellectual disability environments.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
psychosocial@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223839

COURSE CONTENT

Differentiated Learning and Instruction 6N2225

Inclusive Education and Practice 6N2226

Disability Awareness 6N1975

Health Promotion 6N2214

Mental Health Awareness 6N2209

Work Experience 6N1946

Team Leadership 6N1948

Group Work Theory and Practice 6N3669

HEALTH & SOCIAL STUDIES
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Hospitality Studies
(Hospitality Operations)
INTRODUCTION
Fancy a career in hospitality? Then this is the course for you. Learn about 
food and beverage service, accommodation, customer relations and a host 
of hospitality skills that will make you very employable in Ireland and abroad 
and suitable to work in any environment which involves hospitality. Students 
participate in site visits. Practical work performed in a commercial setting in a 
purpose built facility in Westside Campus located on Model Farm Road.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA, QQI Level 4 or equivalent. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Hospitality Operations 5M2083. Food Safety & 

Hygiene Level 1 and 2 Certification. Responsible Service Alcohol Certificate. 
Fire Safety Training Certificate. 

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a block work placement for two weeks in an industrial 

catering/hospitality setting.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Hospitality Studies (MT654), Culinary Studies (MT655),  

Culinary Arts (MT555), Hospitality Management (MT554),  
Beverage Industry Management (MT553). 

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and 
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Bar staff, waiting staff in Bars, hotels, cafes, tea shops and B&Bs, accommodation 
assistants, reception staff in hotels, hostels and B&Bs, kitchen staff in hotels, 
restaurants, deli, cafes, tea rooms.

COURSE CONTENT

Food Preparation 5N1909

Accommodation Techniques 5N1851

Communications 5N0690

Work Experience 5N1356

Word Processing 5N1358

Reception & Front Line Skills 5N1407

Meal Service 5N0635

Beverage Service 5N2019

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Manual handling training and certification  
(requirement for work experience) 

Food Safety & Hygiene Level 1 & 2

First Aid

Responsible Service Alcohol (RSA) seminar

Fire Safety

Barista Skills

Mixology Masterclass

Wine Appreciation Session

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
hospitality@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223815

TOURISM, HOSPITALITY & FOOD
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International 
Airline Studies
(Tourism with Business)
INTRODUCTION
If you like the sound of working in an airport environment as a member of ground 
staff, cabin crew or reservation personnel then you will love this course. Learn all 
of the airline and cabin crew skills coupled with tourism studies and get practical 
experience of Amadeus (GDS) used by travel agents and airlines worldwide. Visit 
airports and other aviation sites and get a feel for the world of travel. Students 
participate in Airport and Aviation trips and tourism field trips.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4.

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Tourism with Business 5M5011.

•  Amadeus Certificate and a package holiday booking system qualification 
awarded by the International Academy of Travel.

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression). 

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a block work placement of 2 weeks in a tourism or airport 

environment.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Tourism Management Level 7 (MT552),  

Tourism Management Level 8 (MT947).

•  CCOC: Advanced Business - Tourism Specialism (6M4985).

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Airports, airlines, handling agents, cabin crew, car hire companies, air freight 
services and tour operations.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
tourism@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223810

COURSE CONTENT

Tourism Information & Administration 5N0636

Tourism Principles & Practice 5N2078

Customer Service 5N0972

Work Experience 5N1356

Word Processing 5N1358

Airline Studies 5N4971

Cabin Crew Operations 5N5410

Global Distribution Systems 6N4973

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Professional Presentation 
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Professional Cookery
(Professional Cookery)
INTRODUCTION
If you have a desire to make a career in the food industry then this is the course 
for you. Learn the practical skills and knowledge of cooking and food that will 
allow you to either go straight to work in the catering industry or progress to 
higher education. The hospitality industry is an exciting dynamic area with 
employment opportunities all over the world. Students participate in site visits. 
Practical work performed in a commercial setting in a purpose built facility in 
Westside Campus located on Model Farm Road.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA, QQI Level 4 or equivalent. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 

requiring Maths for progression). 

•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Professional Cookery 5M2088, Food Safety & 
Hygiene Level 1 and 2  Certification, Fire Safety Certification.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students must fulfill a minimum of 40 days work practice which is carried out 

1 day per week in our training kitchen and restaurant and in a block placement 
in an industrial setting.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Culinary Studies (MT655), Hospitality Studies (MT654),  

Hospitality Management (MT554), Culinary Arts (MT555).  

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry  and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Kitchen staff in bars, hotels and restaurants, contract caterers, bakeries, tea 
rooms and cafes, kitchens in hospitals and nursing homes, B&Bs and deli 
managers.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
hospitality@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223815

COURSE CONTENT

Culinary Techniques 5N0630

Food Science & Technology 5N0730

International Cuisines 5N0632

Meal Service 5N0635

Menu Planning & Applied Nutrition 5N2085

Pastry, Baking and Desserts 5N2084

Personal Effectiveness 5N1390

Word Processing 5N1358

Work Practice 5N1433

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Manual handling training and certification  
(requirement for work experience) 

Food Safety & Hygiene Level 1 & 2

A fine dining experience

First Aid

Fire Safety

TOURISM, HOSPITALITY & FOOD
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Travel & Tourism
(Tourism with Business)
INTRODUCTION
Cork is well placed sitting between the Wild Atlantic Way and Ireland’s Ancient 
East and if you have an interest in promoting Cork and Ireland by becoming 
involved in the Tourism sector then this is the course for you. You will learn about 
practical tour guide training, the IT skills needed to work in travel administration 
and receive training in Amadeus (GDS) used by travel agents and airlines 
worldwide. Students participate in site visits.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Leaving Certificate, LCA or QQI Level 4. 

•  Mature students are exempt from Leaving Certificate requirement. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Level 5 Certificate in Tourism with Business 5M5011. 

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression).

•  Amadeus Certificate and a package holiday booking system qualification 
awarded by the International Academy of Travel.

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students undertake a block work placement of 2 weeks in a tourist environment 

e.g. travel agencies, tour operators, ferry companies, airlines, heritage 
attractions and the hospitality industry.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Tourism Management Level 7 (MT552),  

Tourism Management Level 8 (MT947). 

•  UCC: Arts Level 8 (CK101) in UCC World Languages CK110  
(Language requirement). 

•  CCOC: Progress to one of the CCOC Advanced Business Specialisms, 
subject to entry requirements being met.

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry  and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Tour operations, tourist offices, tour guides, hotels and conference organisers, 
retail agencies, cruise liners, car hire companies.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
tourism@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223810

COURSE CONTENT

Tourism Principles & Practice 5N2078

Tourism Information & Administration 5N0636

Travel Agency Service Skills 5N4970

Word Processing 5N1358

Global Distribution Systems 6N4973

Irish Cultural & Heritage Resources 5N1293

Work Experience 5N1356

Communications 5N0690

Spanish (optional) 5N1630

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Field trips to heritage and tourism sites
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Advanced Business 
- Tourism Specialism
(Business)
INTRODUCTION
This course builds on business/tourism knowledge and skills already attained 
from a Level 5 related programme. Its multidisciplinary nature provides students 
with a broad subject base which will allow them to work in the tourism field 
either as part of a business or as an entrepreneur. Tourism is a people focused 
industry and skills such as managing people, marketing and entrepreneurship 
are coupled with tourism policy and practice in order to equip the graduate to 
thrive and adapt in the vibrant and ever changing world of tourism and culture.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
•  Full QQI Level 5 award in a relevant area. 

•  All applicants will undergo a processing stage during which further information 
will be gathered in relation to their application. An offer of a place on this course 
is contingent on the applicant meeting the entry requirements set out here and 
satisfactory completion of the processing stage.

CERTIFICATION
•  QQI Advanced Certificate in Business 6M4985.

•  QQI Component Maths 5N1833 (available as option in the evening for learners 
requiring Maths for progression).

WORK PLACEMENT/EXPERIENCE
•  Students will undertake work experience one day per week in a tourist related 

environment for the duration of the course e.g. hotels, travel agencies, heritage 
attractions, which they source themselves.

EDUCATION PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES
•  MTU Cork: Business (MT550) Year 2 Entry,  

Tourism Management Level 8 (MT947). 

•  MTU Kerry: Business (MT941) Year 2 Entry. 

•  UCC: Arts Level 8 (CK101).

Special arrangements in place with MTU Cork (CCPS), MTU Kerry and  
Waterford IT for preferential entry for CCOC students. Up to 390 CAO 
points for any IT can be attained. Go to our progressions database at  
https://corkcollegeofcommerce.ie/progressions/ for exact requirements on 
progressions for this course.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Hospitality industry, Tourism sector, Event Management or self-employment in 
any related sector.

Course fees outlined on  
www.corkcollegeofcommerce.ie

CONTACT DETAILS:
business@ccoc.ie  

(021) 4223850

COURSE CONTENT

Business Management 6N4310

Work Experience 6N1946

Communications 6N1950

Entrepreneurship 6N1941

Marketing Communications 6N4370

Managing People 6N3945

Tourism Policy & Practice 6N2106

Professional Presentation 6N4006

ADDITIONAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS

Data Protection

Professional Styling & Image

TOURISM, HOSPITALITY & FOOD
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Benefits of PLC
What Morrison’s Island Campus  

offers to our students:

The opportunity to 
develop core skills and 

competences in your 
chosen area before 

continuing to HE

Student
Experience

Student Intranet
Access to Office 365

Moodle
College Email

Welfare Information
Support Documents

Study Skills  
Support

Regarding presentations,  
time management, 

researching, referencing

Excellent  
Progression 

Opportunities in 
Ireland and the UK

Disability Support 
Services

Assistive Technology
Lab

Tutorials
Exam Supports

Academic Support 
Network

through our experienced, 
caring and motivated teachers 

and course directors

Counselling 
Service

Individual and 
confidential one-to-one 

counselling service

Guidance Service
Support with: 

CAO/UCAS Applications, 
Vocational & Educational 

Guidance

Jobs Hub
Career Advice and Planning, 

CV & Personal Branding, 
Professional Image Advice, 

Interview Preparation
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